CUVE 38

A visionary move
Created in 1990, Cuve 38 was the visionary inspiration and brainchild of Joseph Henriot. Setting aside a single
tank - Cuve 38 - he decided to create a blend exclusively comprising four of the most prestigious Grand Cru
Chardonnays from the Côte des Blancs: Chouilly, Avize, Oger and Mesnil-sur-Oger. Every year since that day,
a portion of the harvest from each of these villages is added to this precious cuve to continue the process.
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The first tasting was a revelation.
The first Cuve 38 wine was drawn off in 2009 (a blend of wines from 1990-2007), and would
remain a further five years in the cellars before its release to only the most accomplished tasters.
For Joseph Henriot, this moment was: “the immeasurable encounter of the finest Chablis and
Mersault wines.”
The purest mineral expression, enhanced by complexity and generosity procured over time,
make this Cuvee the quintessence of Maison Henriot.
Every year, the Chief Winemaker adds a symbolic, judicious amount of this Perpetuel Reserve, the
lifeblood to guarantee each Champagne the most auspicious start on its journey to excellence.
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Cuve 38 epitomises a living wine; a wine infinitely rejuvenated so that the freshness enhances the
complex character of the finest chardonnay.
As a result, on the palate, the wine triggers a unique, thrilling and profound emotion, which
evolves and unfurls through a constantly renewed wave of aromas, even while the wine is being
tasted. Layers upon layers of time form a majestic work in a state of perpetual change, enrichment
and continuation.

THE SENSES
Attractive pale yellow, glistening with golden tinges. Elegant, persistent bubbles of rare finesse
form in the glass.
On the bouquet, delicate aromas of fresh butter typical of the Henriot style are complemented by armfuls of white flowers. Mineral in style, the wine’s delicate, creamy character also
comes to the fore, underpinned by an unusual hint of liquorice.
On the palate, the Champagne reveals inimitable signature style.Vibrant citrus fruit aromas and
the sweetness of sun-kissed ripe apricots form a virtuoso harmony. Pastry notes tinged with
honey follow suit, always of great finesse.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Best served at 9 - 10°C
Rice pudding, salted caramel and espuma passion sphere by chef Nicolas Isnard, l’Auberge
de la Charme.

PACKAGING
Magnum 150cl - Limited series

4 Grands Crus
from the Côte des Blancs
100% chardonnay
Dosage : less than 5g/l
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